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Abstract—IP prefix hijacking is one of the top security threats targeting today’s Internet routing protocol. Several schemes have been proposed to either detect or mitigate prefix hijacking events. However, none of these approaches is adopted and deployed in large-scale on the Internet due to reasons such as scalability, economical practicality, or unrealistic assumptions about the collaborations among ISPs. Thus there are no actionable and deployable solutions for dealing with prefix hijacking.

In this paper, we study key issues related to deploying and operating an IP prefix hijacking detection and mitigation system. Our contributions include (i) deployment strategies for hijacking detection and mitigation system (named as TowerDefense): a practical service model for prefix hijacking protection and effective algorithms for selecting agent locations for detecting and mitigating prefix hijacking attacks; and (ii) large scale experiments on PlanetLab and extensive analysis on the performance of TowerDefense.

I. INTRODUCTION

IP Prefix Hijacking attacks threaten the Internet’s routing infrastructure. Such an attack exploits the inherent assumption of self-policing and trust among participants of BGP [1] protocol (the inter-domain routing protocol that is used on today’s Internet) and injects false route announcements into the global routing infrastructure. These false route announcements, by using methods such as including non-existent AS links, render the attacker’ Autonomous System (AS) very attractive for forwarding data traffic destined for the victim IP address prefix. Lacking effective means for verifying the accuracy and authenticity of BGP route announcements, ASes that receive such false route announcements may accept and propagate the false route, as well as subsequently forward traffic destined for the victim prefix according to the false path. As a result, affected data traffic is diverted, or “hijacked”, to ill-intentioned locations, causing performance degradation, service outage, and security breach for the victim prefix.

The importance of defending against IP prefix hijacking is well recognized by both industry and research communities, and many solutions [2]–[21] have been proposed in order to prevent, detect, locate, or mitigate IP prefix hijacking. These proposed solutions range from secure alternatives of BGP based routing protocol and infrastructure to techniques that detect ongoing attacks. While a more secure interdomain routing protocol would be ultimate solution for preventing prefix hijacking attacks, it usually requires adaptation and coordination from router vendors and ISPs. Hence, instead of waiting for a fix of the BGP protocol, deploying IP prefix hijacking defense systems on the Internet has been proposed as an immediate remedy. In this paper, we systematically study deployment related issues for IP prefix hijacking defense systems. We specifically address two key issues for an operational deployment of any prefix hijacking detection and mitigation system: (i) who should deploy and operate such a system, and (ii) how to deploy such kind of systems.

This paper also proposes two practical deployment strategies based on systematically studying prefix hijacking protection agent placements. The first is a new service model in which the service providers in particular the ISPs and CDN providers can deploy and operate a prefix hijacking detection and mitigation system for protecting their customers. The second deployment strategy includes two principles for protection agent placement, namely the 1. Detection principle: to effectively detect a particular prefix hijacking attack, the detection system needs to have agents deployed in the region within which the routers are “polluted” with false route entries injected by the attack, and the 2. Mitigation principle: to effectively mitigate a hijack, traffic to target prefix can be detoured towards pre-deployed relaying agents in order to avoid the polluted region of an prefix hijacking attack. We show in the paper that the agent location placement problem is NP, and propose effective greedy algorithms for it. Note that we focus on practical deployment strategies, rather than any new detection or mitigation methodologies. Moreover, we choose the simple greedy algorithm because the evaluation illustrates a decent result.

Because the problem of deploying and operating a prefix hijacking protection system is similar to that of a popular strategy computer game genre “Tower Defense” [22], appearing in best-selling game titles such as StarCraft, Age of Empires, and WarCraft, we name the aforementioned strategies as TowerDefense and the system built by following TowerDefense strategies as TowerDefense system. For the same reason, the deployed agents are sometimes called “towers” in this paper.

We conduct extensive analysis and large-scale experiments on PlanetLab to show that on a topology like today’s Internet, TowerDefense deployed by a CDN or ISP provider can detect up to 99.8% and mitigate up to 98.2% of prefix hijacking attacks targeting at individual customers of the
same provider with as few as 6 vantage points (i.e. where agents are deployed). To further highlight the practicality of TOWERDEFENSE we show through a case study of a Tier-1 ISP that (i) high detection/mitigation ratios can be achieved also through adding an even smaller number of new vantage points (which a service provider can obtain by buying transit from other ISPs) to the service provider’s existing vantage point infrastructure, and (ii) even when 800 customers of the ISP sign up for the TOWERDEFENSE service, the total number of vantage points serving them remains small (∼20).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II gives an overview of the TOWERDEFENSE strategies. Section III presents the detailed methodology for vantage point selections for detection and mitigation purpose. Then we analyze the selection results based on extensive simulations in Section IV. Section V evaluates the performance of TOWERDEFENSE on Planetlab. Section VI briefly surveys related works and we conclude in Section VII.

II. TOWERDEFENSE Framework

A. Service Model

We believe that protection against prefix hijacking is most suitable to be offered by service providers in particular ISPs and CDN providers to their existing customers.

Firstly, since the protection service is provided by an entity that a customer is already buying other services (e.g. communications, content hosting, etc) from, the customer likely has more confidence and convenience to subscribe from them than from any new third parties.

Secondly a major issue in deploying a new service is cost. In this aspect, service providers are positioned far better than other potential parties because of their existing infrastructures. A CDN service provider may have already deployed its servers at a large number of locations ranging from dozens to thousands of ASes. All these locations can potentially be used as vantage points for prefix hijacking protection. For ISPs, firstly, a large ISP (e.g. tier-1 ISPs) may already own a few ASes spanning large geographical area; secondly, an ISP is aware of the routes used by its neighboring ASes because its border routers have established BGP sessions with the neighbors; and thirdly, if the identified vantage point location (say AS T) is far away, an ISP can make up the capability simply purchasing a connectivity from AS T as a BGP customer and connect its prefix hijacking protection equipments (devices that run prefix hijacking detection and/or mitigation process) with the border router which runs BGP session with AS T. It is a simple and effective way to collaborate with other ISPs.

Moreover, although the service is offered for protecting customers of the service provider, in fact what gets protected are the inbound traffic paths towards the networks of these customers. If a hijacker can only hijack traffic from regions that has very little traffic for the target network, this hijacking is as good as non-effective. Thus knowing who communicate with the protected networks gives tremendous advantage for whoever offers the protection. This is exactly where ISPs and CDN providers have extensive knowledge.

B. Prefix Hijacking Protection

When a hijacker launches its hijacking attack against a target network, using a BGP router in its AS the hijacker spreads out false route announcements for the target prefix. Upon receiving such route announcements, some routers may accept the false routes and subsequently propagate to their neighbor routers while others may ignore such announcements. As a result, a portion of the Internet is polluted by the false routes announced by the hijacker. In the polluted region, routers now use the hijacker’s false routes for forwarding packets addressed for the target prefix. In other words, any traffic that originates from or passes through the polluted region are now “hijacked”.

Because typically only a portion of the Internet is polluted, an attack can only be detected if there are detection agents deployed in or right at the boundaries of the polluted region so that they can gather information regarding the false route for detecting anomalies. Typically, the agents comprise a cluster of machines for fault tolerance. Because the location and size of the polluted region of an attack vary depending on the locations of both the hijacker and target network, it is important to study where to place such detection agents to achieve optimum detection ratio for all possible hijacker locations.

Similarly, it is important to study where to deploy agents that may assist in mitigating prefix hijacking attacks. Different from mitigation approaches such as [12] which are aiming at correcting the false routes, we believe that a traffic redirection approach (e.g. IP tunneling and DNS-based redirection [23],[24]) may be more desirable because it can potentially react very rapidly. Also this approach can be applied by a wider range of providers, not only by those who are deeply vested in BGP operations.

For mitigating a hijack, there can actually be two types of redirections, which we refer to as reflecting and mirroring. When a reflector r is used in mitigation against a hijacking event on the target d, traffic from a source s destined to d will be re-routed to r and then from r to d. On the other hand when a mirror m is used in mitigation, traffic from s to d will be re-directed to m, and m will function as a mirroring site of d and respond to incoming traffic in the same way as d does.

An AS r can be used as a reflector site for s-d during a hijacking event only if both the path from s to r and the path from r to d are not polluted by the hijacking event. In addition, because the hijacker may know who the reflector r is, the path from s to r must not be polluted by hijacking event launched by the same hijacker on r either. On the other hand, the requirement for an AS m being used as a mirror for mitigating hijacking event on target d is that the path from s to m is not polluted by the hijacking event on d and the path from s to m is not polluted by the hijacking event on m. Although the requirement for a mirror site is more relaxed than reflector site, mirrors tend to be more expensive because they need to replicate contents. In addition, mirrors are better for less frequently changed contents.

Here again the key for a successful hijack mitigation service
is to place the mitigation agents, reflectors or mirrors, at strategically important locations so that they can mitigate the most attacks for the most sources of the target network. Hence, in this paper we mainly focus on placement strategy for detection and mitigation agents, which we call towers.

III. METHODOLOGY

In this section, we describe the methodology for a service provider to strategically select locations for its detection towers and mitigation towers to defend its customers against hijacking attacks. Because prefix hijacking is targeting inter-domain routing infrastructure, we consider ASes being the basic element.

Tower location selection involves evaluating many imaginary hijacking scenarios in the Internet AS topology, and assessing whether ASes may be impacted by the attacks. A service provider can infer Internet AS topology from publicly available BGP tables and updates such as Route Views [25] and RIPE [26]. We leave the discussion on the impact of the well-known topology incompleteness to Section IV-C. Moreover, the AS topology changes over time. The towers can be re-selected based on the same algorithm when the topology have significant changes. We do not consider any transit changes of AS topology, which can be handled by sophisticated detection algorithms like [18].

If an AS prefers a fake path to $d$ announced by a hijacker $h$ over the AS’ current legitimate path to $d$, this AS is impacted/polluted by the hijacking. Subsequently not only will this AS propagate the fake path to its neighbors, which in turn determine if they prefer the fake path, any future traffic destined for $d$ passing through the impacted AS is hijacked. In evaluating hijacking scenarios, the selection algorithm determine AS path preference based firstly on inter-domain routing policies, then preferring shorter AS path, and finally using random selection to break any remaining ties. Two widely adopted inter-domain routing policies are “prefer customer routes” and “valley-free routing” [27]. That is, while forwarding traffic an AS always prefers to forward using a link to its customer over a link to its peer over a link to its provider. Moreover, after traversing a provider-to-customer link or a peer link, a path will not traverse another customer-to-provider link or another peer link. Such kind of methodology is the state of art for understanding prefix hijacking problem [18], [19], [28].

We assume that only one hijacker AS involved into one prefix hijacking events. It is difficult to identify all attackers when multiple attackers advertise different false routes simultaneously.

A. Detection Tower Selection

TOWERDEFENSE can employ existing detection mechanism [2], [14], [15], [17], [18], [29] for detecting hijacking events. While the actual detection methods differ by these approaches, they generally require the presence of detection agents in impacted ASes, to collect data plane and/or control plane information. Thus to keep our evaluation method general, we assume that if the service provider has at least a detection tower deployed in one of the impacted ASes, the hijacking event can be detected.

Therefore the detection tower position selection problem can be formulated as the following. Given a customer prefix $d$ and a set of candidate detection tower locations $V_c$, we need to find the minimum subset $V_d$ of $V_c$ that the detection towers $v$ in $V_d$ can detect as many as possible hijacking events targeting a customer prefix $d$. Obviously, the selection is per prefix based. If the candidate set contains all ASes on the Internet, the problem does become a classic set cover problem, which is NP hard. But in reality, the set of candidate locations is limited, and same for detection tower selection. Therefore, to select the detection tower is at least as hard as to solve the set cover. We adopt a greedy algorithm similar to that for set cover problem to solve this problem.

More specifically, the undetected hijacker AS set $H_u$ was first initialized to all possible hijacker ASes set $H$ for hijacking $d$ and the selected detection tower set $V_d$ is empty. In each iteration, we select a detection tower $v$ from candidate set $V_c$ that can detect the most hijackers $H_v$ from the undetected set $H_u$ and move it out of the candidate set $V_c$ into the selected detection tower set $V_d$. At the same time, we update the set of undetected hijacker AS set $H_u$ by taking out the hijacker ASes that $v$ can detect. The selection process can be terminated either after a fixed number of detection towers are selected (up to all candidate ASes) or after the gain in the detection coverage by adding a new detection tower becomes marginal (e.g., below a given threshold). The algorithmic description of this algorithm is in [30]. More formally, we define detection coverage $DE(v, d)$ of a detection tower $v$ against hijackers attacking $d$ as $DE(v, d) = |H_v|/|H|$. Then the detection coverage of a subset of detectors $V_d$ is:

$$DE = \bigcup_{v \in V_d} \frac{|H_v|}{|H|}$$

The above greedy algorithm is to maximize the detection coverage.

B. Mitigation Tower Selection

Similar to detection tower selection, mitigation tower selection is a variant of set cover and can be done by a very similar greedy algorithm with one difference, the criteria for picking one candidate mitigation tower location over the others during each iteration. We first define mitigation coverage of a mitigation tower $m$ against an individual hijacker $h$ attacking $d$ as the following:

$$ME(h, m, d) = \frac{|MS(h, m, d)|}{|S(h, d)|},$$

where $S(h, d)$ is the set of $d$’s sources whose traffic will be hijacked by $h$ and $MS(h, m, d)$\(^1\) is the subset of sources of $d$.

\(^1\)Although we do not explicitly distinguish reflectors from mirrors here, obviously in actual computation the $MS(h, m, d)$ of an mitigation AS used as a reflector will be different from that of as a mirror.
$S(h, d)$ that $m$ can mitigate. Then we define the mitigation coverage against a set of hijackers of a mitigation tower as:

$$\mathcal{M} \mathcal{E}_S(m, d) = \sum_{h} \mathcal{M} \mathcal{E}_I(h, m, d) / |H|,$$

where $H$ is the set of hijackers in question.

The mitigation tower selection algorithm, which tries to maximize the mitigation coverage, is now described as follows. Initially, the unmitigated hijacker AS set $H$ equals to all possible hijacker ASes for hijacking $d$ and the selected mitigation tower set $M_d$ is empty. In each iteration, we select a mitigation tower $m$ from candidate set $M_c$ that has the highest mitigation coverage against hijackers in $H$ and move it out of the candidate set $M_c$ into the selected mitigation tower set $M_d$. At the same time, we update the mitigation coverage for each mitigation tower in remaining candidate set $M_c$. The selection process can be terminated either after a fixed number of mitigation towers selected or after the gain in the mitigation coverage by adding a new mitigation towers becomes marginal.

IV. ANALYZING EFFECTIVENESS OF TOWERDEFENSE

In this section we evaluate the effectiveness of the detection and mitigation selection methods proposed in Section III, by exhaustively simulating hijacking events on the AS level topology of the Internet with all possible locations of hijacker ASes and target ASes.

In our experiments, we construct the AS level topology graph using BGP tables and routing updates obtained from RouteViews and RIPE in 2008. The resulting AS topology has over 28K ASes. Using the method proposed in [31], we classify them into four tiers based on their relationships (e.g., provider, customer, or peer) to other ASes. There are 9 well-known Tier-1 ISPs, 221 Tier-2 ASes, 22856 stubs, which are the lowest tier ASes with only customer-to-provider links. The remaining 5794 ASes are Others, which are between Tier-2 and stubs in the hierarchy.

A. Detection Effectiveness

In this section we evaluate the detection effectiveness of a service provider who would like to offer TOWERDEFENSE service to its stub customers. Single-provider stubs and multi-provider stubs are analyzed separately because the former’s results are easier to analyze. We run the detection tower selection algorithm presented in Section III for each TOWERDEFENSE service provider $(X)$ and each of its stub customers as the target $d$. We compute the average detection coverage over $d$ for each $X$, which is then averaged over service providers’ locations in the AS hierarchy (Tier-1, Tier-2, and Others). In order to trade between number of detection towers selected and the detection coverage, the selection process is terminated after the gain in the detection coverage by adding a new detection tower becomes marginal (below 0.5%). Detection tower selection guidelines are further summarized based on these results.

1) Single-Provider Stubs: Figure 1 shows the average detection coverage in Tier-1, Tier-2, and Others when increasing the number of detection towers. We make the following observations. (i) The first selected detection tower can cover a very high percentage (e.g., more than 93% in Tier-1) of hijackers. (ii) The gain on the coverage by adding additional detection towers becomes marginal after a very small number of detection towers are selected. (iii) Tier-1 service providers achieve highest detection coverage (e.g. up to 99.8%). (iv) Tier-2 service providers achieve the lowest detection coverage. Detailed analysis is provided below.

Which AS is selected first as the detection tower? Our greedy algorithm chooses the AS with the best detection coverage as the first detection tower. We use real examples from our simulation traces to illustrate the insights behind such selections in Figure 2\(^2\). In Figure 2, there are three examples, one for a TOWERDEFENSE service provider at each tier: AS7018 for Tier-1, AS13249 for Tier-2, and AS2854 for Tier-3. The shaded node is the first detection tower selected by the greedy algorithm. $d$ is one representative single-provider stub customer AS of the service provider $X$ (the detection coverage of any other single-provider stub customer ASes of the same provider $X$ is the same as that of $d$).

In Figure 2(a), AS3261 (a small ISP with some customers but only one provider AS35320) is chosen as the first detection tower for TOWERDEFENSE service provider Tier-1 AS7018. AS3261 can observe more than 96.1% of hijacking events targeted at $d$. This is mainly because its sole provider AS35320 (a Tier-2 AS) can be easily impacted by the hijacking event of target $d$, and then propagates the polluted path to AS3261. In addition, AS3261 can observe some other hijacking events if the attacker is a customer of AS3261, which AS35320 cannot observe.

Let us explain why AS35320 can be easily polluted now. AS35320 has two Tier-1 providers AS15097 and AS7459. It also peers with many (45) large Tier-1/Tier-2 ASes. Originally, AS35320 will choose the route AS35320 - AS7459 (or AS15097) - AS7018 to destination $d$. This original route is a provider route, which is less preferred than a peer route or a customer route, according to the BGP best path selection process. Therefore, AS35320 will be polluted if (i) the hijacker is Tier-1 provider of AS35320 (e.g. $h1$ in Figure 2) because

\(^2\)Note that the figure play the role of illustration. We cannot directly choose ASes from this figure by hand.
the route AS35320-h1 is shorter than the original route to d; (ii) the hijacker is in its Tier-2 peers (e.g. h2 in Figure 2) because it prefers a peer route over a provider route; or (iii) the hijacker is in a lower-tier ASes (e.g. h3 in Figure 2) and the fake announcement reaches any of AS35320’s peer/customer ASes.

In Tier-2 and Tier-3 cases shown in Figures 2 (b) and (c), AS3307 and AS3557 were first selected as the detection tower, respectively. They share two commonalities. First, the selected ASes are either the Tier-2 ASes, or poorly connected to (with one or two connections) Tier-2 ASes. These commonalities are also observed on other detection towers selected by our algorithm.

Above examples show that the more likely a provider is polluted by hijacks, the more likely it can detect hijacks. Figure 3 shows the distribution of likelihood of being polluted for the provider groups in different tiers. Assuming that there is an equal probability for where the hijacker may be on the Internet, we hence define the likelihood of pollution associated with a target AS d as the average of the portions of unaffected-source-ASes for all possible hijacker locations. It shows that that highest detection coverage is achieved by Tier-1 ASes since they are most likely to be polluted (our observation (iii)), which is consistent with the observation in [28]. Furthermore, the figure shows that Tier-2s are least likely to be polluted, which has not been reported in the literature to the best of our knowledge, thus have the lowest detection coverage. tier-1 mesh Tier-1 mesh Tier-1 mesh

**Fig. 2.** Examples from simulation traces to explain tower selection for single-provider stub target d with provider at different locations.

![Fig. 3. Pollution likelihood for providers.](image)

![Fig. 4. Locally polluted example](image)

We define the term **Tier-2 peering set** of the tower, given the key role of Tier-2 ASes in detection coverage. If a Tier-2 AS is selected, then the Tier-2 peering set is the set of the ASes peering with this Tier-2 AS. Otherwise, the Tier-2 peering set is the set of ASes peering with the AS’ Tier-2 provider(s). We compute the Jaccard coefficient of Tier-2 peering sets of the first two selected towers to investigate their similarity. The Jaccard coefficient for the first two selected towers on average is 0.18, with maximum 0.27; while the overall Jaccard coefficient for any two Tier-2 ASes on average is 0.46. This result indicates that the first two selected towers have significant different peering sets. In other words, they are diverse from each other.

**Why does the coverage gain of using additional towers become marginal after a few detection towers are selected?** We noted that the coverage become stable after selecting first few detection towers. The reason is that some hijacking cases are difficult to detect, making it difficult to achieve 100% overall detection coverage, thus there is not much room for coverage increase from the already-high coverage provided by the first few selected towers. We investigated those hard-to-cover hijacking cases, and found that, generally speaking, these are **locally polluted cases**, where only several stub nodes are polluted by the hijackings. Figure 4 shows a real example of locally polluted case. Hijacker AS15227, which has only one provider AS7018, advertises the prefix p belonging to the target stub AS d. AS7018 then has two equally good routes, both from customers and with the same path length of 1. Therefore, AS7018 has a 50% chance to select either path. In case it sticks to the original path learned from d, it will not propagate the fake announcement to other ASes. Therefore,

3This definition does not apply on Tier-1 AS since no Tier-1 AS was selected by our algorithm.

4The Jaccard coefficient measures similarity between sample sets, and is defined as the size of the intersection divided by the size of the union of the sample sets.
only AS15227’s direct or indirect customer ASes (the four gray nodes in the figure) are impacted in this case, and unless we have detection tower in these ASes, this hijacking will not be not detected.

2) Multi-Provider Stubs: The result of multi-provider stubs are similar to that of single-provider ones. Due to space limitation, we only emphasize two different points here. The first point is that the more providers a stub customer has, the more detection towers are needed. It is because the more providers a stub customer has, the smaller impact a hijacker has, and hence the harder to detect with a small number of detection towers. The second point is how a multi-provider stub customer ASes, this hijacking will not be detected.

3) Detection Tower Selection Strategies: Based on our analysis results, we summarize the strategies on selecting detection towers for a given service provider $X$ and a given target $d$. These guidelines help service providers not only understand the usefulness of existing vantage points, but also determine adding new vantage points. But it is just a rough suggestion. More reliable way to selection towers is to run the selection algorithm we proposed. When the service provider has no “complete” AS topology or simply do not want to run our selection algorithm, it can still choose the vantage points based on local topology information of the candidate vantage points according to the following strategies.

1) Select $v$ that has multiple providers and is connected to many peers such that $v$ uses a provider or a peer route to reach as many targets as possible, making it easier to be polluted by the fake routes from peers or customers, respectively. Some (not all) well-connected tier-2 nodes satisfy this requirement.

2) Select $v$ which is relatively far away from $d$ so that AS path to $d$ is more likely to be polluted by a shorter fake route.

3) Select the immediate poorly connected (e.g. single-provider) customer of $v$ as the alternative.

4) Select $v$ that is diverse from existing detection towers. For example, one should avoid selecting $v$ in an AS which is directly connected to an already selected detection towers.

B. Mitigation Effectiveness

1) Analysis Results: Figures 5 and 6 show average mitigation coverage for single-provider stubs and Figure 7 shows those for multi-provider stubs. As expected (recall the study of Figure 3), for both reflectors and mirrors, stub customers of Tier-2 ASes can be better mitigated (e.g. up to 98.2% in Figure 7) than stub customers of other tier ASes with the same number of mitigation towers. Mirror mitigation is always better than reflector mitigation because a successful mirror does not require the path from itself to the target $d$ not to be polluted by hijacking events on $d$, but a successful reflector does.

To further illustrate the mitigation coverage difference between mirrors and reflectors, Figure 8 shows the mitigation coverage for single-provider stubs which are customers of Tier-1 ISPs when using $n(n = 2, 4, 6)$ mitigation points consisting of $m$ mirrors ($m = 0, 1, \ldots n$) and $n - m$ reflectors. We find that for all cases, the mitigation coverage increases as the number of mirrors increases. In addition, the curves are close to each other when the same number of mirrors are used. This observation seems to suggest that the dominant mitigation coverage are contributed by mirrors in these mixed compositions. In other words adding reflectors to a mirror mitigation system has limited marginal benefit.

Figure 9 illustrates three cases for using reflectors in mitigating single-provider stub $d$ connected to ASes of different
tiers. The top choice reflectors are the lightly shaded ASes. The most noticeable commonality among the reflectors is that they are all Tier-2 ASes with many Tier-1 and Tier-2 neighbors. This is also common to all top choice mirror locations as well. The other two commonalities among these reflectors are that (i) they are relatively close (e.g., one or two hops away) to the target \( d \), and (ii) the path between the reflector and \( d \) contains, in decreasing preference order, provider, peer, and customer links.

2) Mitigation Tower Selection Strategies: Based on our results, we suggest two general strategies for selecting reflectors and mirrors.

1) Find the reflector \( r \) which has smallest chance to be polluted by a hijacking event on the target stub customer \( d \). This is complimentary to the detection selection. It is preferable to select a reflector \( r \) (i) of which the origin route from \( d \) to \( r \) is a customer route than a peer route than a provider route; (ii) which is close to \( d \); (iii) which covers as few number of potential hijacker routes learned from providers and peers as possible. Note that this strategy applies only to reflector selection and is not needed for mirror selection.

2) Find the reflector \( r \) which will not be easily hijacked. That is, one need to select a \( r \) which reaches as many Tier-1 ASes and other large ISPs as possible via customer routes. In addition, the route from \( r \) to each of these Tier-1 ASes should be short. This strategy applies to both reflector and mirror selection.

C. Impact of Incomplete AS topology

It is well known that the AS topology is incomplete [32]. We now evaluate the robustness of our tower selection algorithms. The challenge is that there is no ground true of AS topology available. We have no idea what kind of links are missing. Hopefully, According to the study [32], many peer links between lower tiers’ ASes can be missing in the inferred AS topology based on public BGP data. Therefore, We assume that there are \( x\% \) of peer links between Others ASes are missing and the missing peer links are randomly distributed. To reconstruct the “complete” AS topology, we randomly select \( n/(1-x\%) \) pairs of Others ASes, the two ASes in each of which are not neighbors, where \( n \) is the number of inferred peer links in the AS topology. We then add a peer link between ASes in each selected AS pair to the AS topology. We select the towers based on incomplete topology and evaluate the accuracy by simulating the hijack events based on the “complete” topology. Table I shows the average detection and mitigation coverage, when the number of towers are fixed as 6. We observe that the coverage decrease when increasing \( x \). It is because the larger \( x \) is, the larger the differences are between the topology used to select the towers and the complete topology. We also find that even missing half of peering links, the algorithm has relative high (more than 86%) coverage, indicating that our algorithm is robust to the missing links.

D. Impact of Route Diversity

In our evaluation, we mainly assume that (1) the hijacker will pollute all its neighbors to maximize the impact. (2) when one router in the AS is polluted, then all routers in this AS will be polluted. In reality, the hijacker may select some of neighbors to propagate the fake AS path announcement. Moreover, it is possible that some of routers in the AS will be polluted, especially when the AS is large e.g. tier-1 or tier-2 ASes. As a result, different routers within one AS may have different views of routes. Figure 10 shows an example. Assume that AS \( T \) is the owner of prefix \( p \). Hijacker AS \( H \) announces itself as the prefix owner, and propagate the announcement through edge router \( H2 \). Routers \( B1, B2 \) and \( C1 \) are polluted. \( C2 \) is not polluted, because \( C \) is one hop way from both \( H \) and \( T \). \( C1 \) will prefer the routes learned from e-BGP session of \( T \). As a result, AS \( A \) is not polluted, AS \( B \) is fully polluted, and AS \( C \) is partially polluted.

In order to evaluate the impact of these route diversity cases on our tower selection algorithm, we conduct the following simulation. We split hijacker AS and each tier-1/tier-2 ASes into two sub-ASes (like in Figure 10). These two parts have equal number of neighbor ASes. We “maximize” the diversity in this way. Therefore, our evaluation in this part already
overestimated the impact of AS route diversity. We define the overlap ratio of neighbors as $y$. Due to the difference of neighbor AS, these two sub ASes may have different view of AS updates. Under this condition, tower selection is more restricted: In order to cover the hijacking events, the detection tower should be in the AS whose both sub-ASes are polluted, e.g. AS $B$ in Figure 10. In terms of mitigation, we assume that mitigation towers should be in the AS whose neither of two sub-ASes are polluted, e.g. AS $A$ in Figure 10.

To evaluate the impact of partial propagation, we compare the detection/mitigation coverage of the towers selected by original simulation environment (APX) and the new one (OPT), under the new and more “real” propagation cases. We fix the number of towers as 6 and tune the parameter $y$. Table II shows the results. The small value of $y$ means the higher diversity of route views, which means that selection of detection tower and mitigation tower are more restricted, making it harder to select the towers. We find that the smaller $y$ is, the the smaller the detection/mitigation coverage is. We also find that the coverage of APX is slightly lower than OPT when $y = 0.1$ and $y = 0.9$. When $y = 1.0$, the coverages are the same because two sub-ASes have identical view. Given that we have no idea that the real partial propagation looks like, we will still use original methodology in practice.

E. Case Study: How Large ISPs May Improve Protection Effectiveness

We now use a case study to illustrate the value that the TOWERDEFENSE system may offer to large ISPs.

A large ISP often has multiple ASes. Thus it is tempting for such an ISP to simply deploy detection and mitigation points at its own ASes for protecting the ISP’s customers. Such a deployment strategy may also seem effective because such ISPs networks often span across large geographic areas or even multiple continents. Our case study is about a large Tier-1 ISP. Despite the fact that this ISP has 20 ASes of its own, Figure 11 shows that the detection and mitigation coverage (averaging over all of its direct stub customers) are very low when only the ISP’s own 20 ASes are used, with no additional towers (i.e., 0 on X-axis).

We first investigate how our tower selection algorithms can help improve this Tier-1 ISP’s deployment strategy. First, when we start from scratch, 3 ASes are enough to achieve the same coverage as using all 20 existing ASes can achieve. Second, in addition to using self-owned ASes, external ASes can be identified to help improve protection quality quickly. Figure 11 shows how protection quality significantly increases as the number of external ASes are used for deploying detection and mitigation towers.

Next, we use the same Tier-1 ISP as an example to show that TOWERDEFENSE service can be incrementally deployed. Based on the public topology data, in total this AS has 823 stub customers, including 390 single-provider customers and 433 multi-provider stub customers. Initially we randomly select one customer and we pretend this is the first customer signing up for prefix hijacking protection service. We deploy 6 towers using the methods as described before. Next, we randomly choose another customer and pretend that this is a new customer signing up for the service. It may or may not be necessary to add new tower or towers to maintain the overall protection coverage to be not lower than its current value. Figure 12 shows how the number of towers increases as more and more customers sign up for the service. The gradual slopes of lines indicate that such service can be incrementally deployed as the number of customers increases. Even when a majority of its customers (800 out of 1266) have signed up one by one for the TOWERDEFENSE service, at most 20 towers (9 for detection, 11 for either mirror or reflector) are needed.

V. INTERNET EXPERIMENTS

We evaluate TOWERDEFENSE performance by constructing synthetic hijacking attacks using Internet measurements on Planetlab [33].

A. Experimental Methodology

We conduct our experiments in the following steps. First, we identify a set of target prefixes used in the experiments (343 in total). Then, we select candidate Planetlab nodes (73 in total) to serve as the base of our experimental infrastructure. Each node can serve as detection tower, mitigation tower, traffic source, or hijacker in various attack scenarios. Next, for each target prefix, we select detection towers and mitigation towers among candidate Planetlab nodes using TOWERDEFENSE methodology. As a comparison, we also implemented monitor selection schemes studied in [34]: (1) random based: monitor nodes are selected randomly and (2) greedy link based: at any time, the next tower is selected with the largest number of unobserved links, given the set of already selected towers. Note that greedy link algorithm can only be used for detection. Finally, using methodology similar to that in [19], we construct all possible attack scenarios among candidate Planetlab nodes and evaluate the performance of TOWERDEFENSE. More detailed experimental settings can be found in [30].

B. Detection Tower Selection Effectiveness

We use the detection method proposed in [18], which uses hop count and path divergence information obtained
from the data plane. In addition, we use a fixed number of detection towers (i.e., 6) in the Planetlab experiments because the gains of additional towers become marginal, similar to the simulation results in previous section. Then the average detection coverage for each target prefix is computed.

Table III compares the coverage (average and standard deviation) of detection tower selection using TowerDefense algorithm, random and greedy-link based algorithm [34]. We observe that our algorithm yields the highest detection coverage. Greedy-link algorithm is better than random algorithm because it tends to maximize the visibility of AS topology. But it is not as good as our algorithm because its optimization goal is to maximize link visibility, rather than hijacking probability of protected targets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detection Tower</th>
<th>Original</th>
<th>Greedy Link</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average Coverage</td>
<td>943.1</td>
<td>632.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td>104.8</td>
<td>432.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table III Coverage of TowerDefense over Protected Targets.

Though we use the detection method proposed in [18] in our experiments, TowerDefense can adopt any of the existing detection methods [2], [13]–[18], [20]. For example, iSpy [20]. iSpy is a data plane prefix hijacking detection method that is designed to be used by the target prefix itself. Another important difference between TowerDefense and iSpy is that TowerDefense carefully chooses a small number of detection towers and probes from the detection towers to the target prefix, while iSpy probes from the target prefix to every transit AS on the Internet. Figure 13 compares the coverage of TowerDefense and iSpy with varying probing costs under default settings. We observe that when the number of probe paths is small, TowerDefense can achieve much higher detection ratio (the percentage of detected hijacking events) than iSpy. For example, TowerDefense can achieve over 90% detection ratio by using 5 detection towers, while iSpy can achieve about 50% detection ratio if 5 random transit ASes are probed. On the other hand, we also observe that iSpy can achieve 99.54% detection ratio when all (thousands of) transit ASes are probed. This implies that TowerDefense is much more cost effective than iSpy, though both methods can achieve comparable detection ratio when probing cost is not a concern.

C. Mitigation Tower Selection Effectiveness

Mitigation Coverage. For each target prefix, we select a fixed number of mitigation towers (i.e., 6) among candidate Planetlab nodes and compute the mitigation coverage for each possible attack scenario. Table III also compares average mitigation coverage achieved by both mirrors and reflectors selected using TowerDefense algorithm with random algorithm. The result of greedy link is not available because it is designed for detection only. Our algorithm is the best. More specifically, we observe that the average mitigation coverage is about 80% with 6 carefully selected reflectors.

Hijacking Impact Reduction. We measure the impact of a hijacking event by the percentage of ASes from which the path to the target prefix is polluted by the hijacker. We compare the impact of a hijacking event before and after using mitigation towers. Figure 14 shows the hijacking impact reduction when 6 mitigation towers are used in TowerDefense. We observe that the use of reflectors or mirrors significantly reduced the impact of hijacking events (e.g., from 65% to 10% ~ 15%). Again, the reduction of hijacking impact by using mirrors is more significant than that of using reflectors.

Changes in AS Path Lengths. In TowerDefense, the impacted traffic is re-routed to or through mitigation towers. We compare the AS path lengths of the impacted traffic before and after using mitigation towers for each target prefix. Figure 15 shows that the average AS path lengths increases 1.7 AS hops and 0.6 AS hops when reflectors or mirrors are used, respectively. Note that a negative value means a decrease in AS path lengths. This is observed for some target prefixes when some mirrors are placed in the upstream providers of the target prefix.

VI. RELATED WORK

A number of solutions have been proposed to proactively defend against prefix hijacking [2]–[12], but the placement and deployment problems are not the focuses of these work. They also need to change router software, router configurations, network operations, or introduce public key infrastructures, and most of them also need explicit collaboration with others, which make immediate deployment very difficult. For example, in the mitigation approach in [12], victim AS needs to collaborate with its previous-arranged “Lifesaver” ASes to remove the bogus route and promote the genuine route.

The hijacking detection approaches [13]–[18], [20], [29] use control-plane and/or data-plane vantage points to detect...
hijacking. However, most of them depends on existing routing information tapping points (e.g. Route Views [25] and RIPE [26] or regulated traffic access(e.g. PlanetLab [33]), which are often not optimum for hijacking detection.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose the practical deployment strategies for battling against IP prefix hijacking, which we call TOWERDEFENSE . We advocate that the best way to move forward prefix hijacking protection is to offer such a protection as a new type of service by existing service providers, and propose a simple heuristic for the placing detection and mitigation agents. Through extensive simulations and large scale experiments, we show that with a small number of detection and mitigation agents deployed at locations selected by our selection algorithms, TOWERDEFENSE can achieve high detection and mitigation success ratios. Our case study of one Tier-I ISP as TOWERDEFENSE provider also shows that high success ratios can also be achieved when detection and mitigation points are incrementally deployed.
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